Could Your Teeth Be
Affecting Your Confidence?
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People visit their
dentists to make their
teeth look as healthy
as possible. Once dentists treat your dental
problems, your smile
becomes something
you can be proud of. A
new smile will boost
your self-esteem and
could help you become
more successful.
Although each patient’s circumstances
vary, most patients
regret not addressing
their teeth sooner.
They now exude confidence without the fear
of showing their teeth
in conversation.
I have watched
patients change from a
seemingly introverted
person into the outgoing, confident person
they wanted to be. No
one should fear expressing their happiness, humor, or compassion in the most
universally understood
form of expression:
smiling.
Dental Tip of the
Month
As Valentine’s Day
approaches, candy
consumption will most
likely increase. My
recommendation is to
avoid the sticky and

sour choices and enjoy
your chocolates…in
moderation of course!
Also, avoid eating
any candy slowly
over extended time.
Studies have shown
that length of time
eating a sweet can be
more harmful than
the amount of sweet
consumed.
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